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Abstract 

In this paper we study the design of dynamic compensators for 
linear singular control systems described by the equation Ex ' ( t) = 
Ax(t) + Bu(t) with time delayed observed output y(t) = Cx(t- r). 
The proposed compensators are applied to solve the regulator problem 
for the mentioned systems with controlled output z(t) = Dx(t). We 
also establish a result of existence of exponentially bounded solutions of 
the retarded singular differential equation Ex '(t) = Ax(t) + Rx(t
r) + f(t), t >O, with initial condition x(B) = <p(B), -r::; (}::;O. 
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for the system (1.1) with the vector output y(t) E RP at time t given by 

(1.2) y(t) = Cx(t-r), 

where e E RPXn is a time-invariant matrix and the constant r > o 
represents the time delay of the observation. After, we will apply this 
compensator to designa tracking controller for the system (1.1)-(1.2) with 
an appropriate controlled output. 

The theory of existence and uniqueness of solutions for the system (1.1) 
has been discussed by several authors (see Campbell [4] and Dai [7] and 
the references given therein). In particular, ( 1.1 )-(l. 2) is equivalent to the 
system defined by 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

�X�~� (t) 
Nx;(t) 

y( t) 

A1x1(t) + B1u(t), 
x2(t) + B2u(t) 
C1x1(t-r) + C2x2(t-r) 

where XI E Rn¡, X2 E Rn2 , n =ni +n2 and the matrices Al, BI, B2, el, 
C2 and N have appropriate dimensions (see [7] for the terminology). 
Furthermore, the matrix N is nilpotent with index h. The system (1.3)
(1.4)-(1.5) is called standard form of (1.1)-(1.2) and is obtained applying 
a transformation of coordinates defined by invertible matrices P and Q so 
that 

X p [ �:�~� l QEP 

QB = [ �~�~� l ; 
The subsystems (1.3) and (1.4) are called slow and fast subsystem, respec
tively. Since {1.3) is a normal system, the state x1 (t) can be obtained 
from the variation of constants formula. Thus, 

(1.6) 

Furthermore, if u(-) is sufficiently smooth, the solution of (1.4) is given 
by 

h-1 

(l. 7) x2(t) =- L Ni B2u(i)(t). 
i=Ü 
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the construction 
of the dynarnic compensator. In section 3 we apply this compensator to 
the problem of tracking a signal with regulation of a constant disturbances 
and in section 4 we extend the results of section 3 to include sorne non 
constant disturbances. Finally, we have included three appendixes with 
sorne technical results that are needed in these sections. 

2. Design of dynamic compensator 

In this section we shall be concemed with the design of asymptotic com
pensators for singular systems with delayed observed output. 

The problem of feedback stabilization of normal control systems with 
delays has been discussed in many works, employing different approaches. 
In particular, our purposes in this paper are related to the results obtained 
via the finite spectrum assigrunent method. Sorne authors have studied 
different aspects of the problem of stabilization for a fixed time delay (see 
[2, 6, 15, 26, 29, 31, 33, 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 38, 20]) while sorne others 
have considered the problem of stabilization independent of delays ( [21, 
28, 3, 11, 22, 23, 10, 12, 8, 45, 25, 14, 6]). On the other hand, sorne of these 
works are concentrated on the design of asymptotic observers with point 
delays (commensurate or noncommensurate) while sorne others consider 
distributed delays. 

In this work we extend the approach of [26, 41, 20] to construct a 
dynarnic compensator for a singular system with delayed observed output. 
We consider only a point delay and the proposed compensator will be a 
normal system with the same point delay. The principal restriction to 
achieve our objective will be that the time delay r must to be small enough, 
in a sense that we will explain la ter. 

We begin by designing a singular observer for the system ( 1.1 )-( 1.2). 
To this end we consider the concept of solution introduced in appendix A. 
Consequently, we assume that the initial condition x(B), -r :::; (} :::; O, 1s 
of exponential type, in the sense considered in the Theorem A.1. 

We will say that the retarded singular system 

(2.1) Ez'(t) = Az(t) + GC z(t- r) - Gy(t) + Bu(t), 

is a state observer of (1.1)-(1.2) if 

lim (z(t) - x(t)) =O. 
t.-----t(X) 
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converges exponentially to zero as /, goes to infinity for all i E No. Fnrther
more, the last eqnation and (l. 7) show that x'l(t) converges exponentially to 
zero as t ---. oo. From this it follows that x(t) also converges exponentially 
to zero as /, ---. oo which completes the proof. • 

3. Tracking and regulation of constant disturbances 

Now we will employ onr previons resnlts to design a controller which reg
nlates (i.e, remove the dependence on distnrbances) and tracks (i. e. gets 
the control variables to follow a reference signal) the system. Usually, we 
will abbreviate onr terminology saying that a controller with these proper
ties is a regnlator or that regnlates the given system. In this section we only 
consider constant distnrbances. Specifically we consider a control system 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

fiJ:¡; 1 (t) 

y(t) 

z(t) 

A;¡;(t) + Hn(l,) + w, 

Cx(t-r), 

/Jx(t) 

where z(/,) E H'1 denotes the controlled ontpnt, w designates an lill
known constant which represents an externa) distnrbance and D E Rqxn 
is a matrix. Onr objective is to design a dynamic compensator snch that 
the resnlting closed-loop system with the pertmbation w = O will Le 
exponentially stable and the controlled ontpnt z(l,) will be regulated to 
a reference signa) z. Moreover, this property wonld occm for all w in a 
given class of pert.mbations. Conseqnent.ly, we discnss here this proLlem in 
the case w is a constant pertnrbation. 

Proceeding as above, eqnation (3.1) can be expressed as 

(3.4) 

where 
(3.5) 

- rl:r -
E[- -¡¡,:r,(t)J = :r(t) + Hn(l.) + 1/j 

rU 

Next. we shall show that, nnder certain conditions, we can nse t.he previons 
constrnction, which reqnires the delay T to be enongh small, to define a 
PI feedback control to regnlate the system. To this end, we introduce a 
new variable 
(3.6) C(t) = /)(f¡(t) -M 4''(t) - z, 

where M is an appropriate matrix, and define a PI control by 

(3.7) 
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of coordinates wlúch is constructed _as in �L�e�~�a� C.2 of the appendix C. 

1 

A· 
To apply this result we put H := , 

0
" 

1 

define the matnx X by means of (C.3). This new transformation. of co-
ordinates is obtained by multiplying the system (4.12 4.11) on thc lcft by 

Q; :"-' �[�-�~�X� �~�]� and substituting the vector (x1, w,x2 )T according to 

0-J IÍX .. ll 
1 w_ J' ' 

L X? 

where x 2 is a new variable. The system obtained by applying, tn ( 4.12)
( 4.13)-( 4.14) this transformation is given by 

xi ( t) 

w'(t) Vw(t) 

x2(t) + B2u(t) 

where [ í: l [ I n [í:J FUrthermore, since 
-NX 

X = - �~� Ni [0, W2] [ �~ �1� W1 r V 

then 

X [ �~ �1� l = �-�~�N�i� [O, w2j [ �~�1� W1 n �~�~� J =Ü 
V 

wlúch implies that B1 = B1 and B2 = B2. 
We denote Qa := �Q�~�Q�~� and define Pa as the product of those trans

formations of this sequence that take Xa into (x 1 , w, x2 )T. It is clear that 
the transformation defined by Qa and Pa transfer the system ( 4.5) into its 
standard form. 

Now we introduce the variable 

(4.15) e(t) = Da1>a(t) - Ma �'�l�j�;�~�(�t�)� - z, 
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and define the control law 

(4.16) u(t) = �F�o�~�(�t�)� + Fa<Pa(t). 

[ 
</Jn l Using the transformation Pa we set <Pa := Pa �~

�2
�2� • Initially, we proceed 

as in section 3 to show that ( �~�,� <P11) is the variable of a system of type (3.15). 
We begin by studying the equation for </J11· Proceeding as in the remarks 
previous to Proposition 3.1, it follows that 

�E�a�<�/�J�~�(�t�)� = Aa</Ja(t) + �(�A�a�-�J�l�B�a�)�G�a�C�a�(�e�~�(�t�)�-�¡�.�t�e�a�(�t�)�)� + �B�a�(�F�o�~�(�t�-�r�)� + Fa<Pa(t-r)). 
( 4.17) 
Selecting Fa so that FaPa = [Fn, H2, O] and multiplying the equation 

( 4.17) on the left by the transformation Q a it is easy to see that the system 
( 4.1 7) is changed into 

�1�/�J�~�l� (t) 
( 4.18) 

(4.19) 

AI<Pu(t) + W¡ljJ12(t) + B1 �[�F�o�~�(�t�-�r�)� + F11 </J11(t-r) 
+ F12</J12(t-r)] + /u(t), 

(4.2b)<P2t(t) = </J2(t) + B2 [Fo �~�(�t�- r) + Fn<Pn (t- r) + F12</J12(t-r)]+ 
+h(t) 

where fn(t), h2(t) and h(t) are certain continuous functions which 
vanish at infinity. 

On the other hand, from (4.19) it follows that 

(4.21) 

eVr<P12(t-r) + �¡�~�r� eV(t-s) /12(s) ds 

eVr<P12(t- r) + g12(t) 

where g12(t)---+ O as t---+ oo. Substituting this expression in(??) we infer 
that 

+ B1 �[�F�o�~�(�t�- r) + Fn<Pn(t- r)] + gn(t) 

for sorne function g11 such that gn ( t) ---+ O as t ---+ oo. 
The above considerations suggest to introduce the additional hypothesis 

p[B, W] = p[B]. 
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Under this condition we can choose F12 so that 

( 4.22) 

and substituting this in the above expression for <Pu we obtain 

Next we derive the equation for �~�- From (4.15) we can write 

This expression can be modified by replacing 

and by observing that 

h-1 

where D12 := - L D2Ni w2 vi. In fact, from the definition of Pa we 

know that 

and since 

h-1 

[o, - ¿ D2Ni W2 vi] 
i=O 
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ti-ie assertion follows. fhus, we :f:inci that 

(; 1 \e J 1 

c/J12(t) ! + !1MaL;; 1GaCaea(t)
�~�~�·�_�,� ::,) �~� 

2-
. - i , �~� 

.-. �<�-�~� ; 'r• \_i-::._, - �¡�~� -' 't..) 
i ' :; 
�~� l �~�u� ; ,_ 

\ 

= -lvfa L;; 1 �~�F�o� �~�(�t�- r) + D¡ c/Jn (t) + D12c/J12(t) + D2c/J2(t) 

. 
1 1 1 

1 A1cp11 (t)+W¡t/>¡2(t)+B1(F11 rt>11 (t-r)+ l 
- ¡M 11 , M 12, M 2] 1 +F12</J12(t-r)) V c/J12(t) 

L c/J2(t) + B2(Fnc/Jn(t-r) + F12c/J12(t-r)) 

where we have used the notation 

Replacing in the last expression for e(t) the value of c/J12(t) given by 
(4.21) and designating D1- �M�~ �1 �A�1� as D1 we can write 

e(t) = D1c/J11 (t)- Ma L;¡ 1 BaFo �~�(�t�- r)- Ma L;¡ 1 BaF11cP11 (t- r) 

where f(t) is a function that vanishes at oo. 
h-2 

Selecting the matrix M a so that �M�~�2� = - D2N L Ni w2 Vi; �M�~� = D2 
i=O 

and using the condition ( 4.22) the last expression yields 

((t) = D1 c/Jn (t) - MaL;¡ 1 BaFo �~�(�t�-�r�)� - MaL;¡ 1 BaFnc/Jn (t-r) + f(t) - z 
(4.24) 
It is clear that, with minor changes in the notations, equations (4.23) and 
(4.24) can be reformulated as the system (3.13). The matrix S that arises 
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in this case is the same already defined in (3.16). Further, proceeding as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1 we obtain that the system 

!}_ [ �~�(�t�)� l = [ O n1 l [ �~�(�t�)� l + [ -MaL-;;_
1 
Ba l v(t) 

dt 4>u(t) O A1 c/>u(t) B1 

is controllable. In what follows 'Y will stand for the constant associated to 
this system and defined by (2.6). Taking in consideration that in this for
mulation the perturbed original system is transformed into the augmented 
system which is free of disturbances, from Proposition 3.1 we obtain 

Theorem 4.1. Assume that the following conditions hold: 

(i) The system (Ea, Aa, Ca) is observable; 

(ii) The pair (A1, BI) is controllable; 

(iii) p[B, W] = p[B]; 

(iv) pS=q+n1. 

H O :S r :S 'Y then there are matrices Fo, Fa and Ga such that 
the system (4.8)-(4.9)-(4.15) with the controllaw (4.16) is an asymptotic 
regulator of system (4.1)-(4.2)-(4.3)-(4.4). 

A well known result of Rayes (see Bellman and Cooke [1]) shows that 
the preceding results cannot be stated without the condition that the delay 
r > O is small. However, we may expect to avoid this hypothesis defining 
a distributed delay control law instead of a proportional state feedback or 
applying the theory of stabilizability independant of delay. This approach 
will be the matter of a future work. 

A. Appendix 
Existence of solutions of singular differential 
equations with time delay 

In this appendix we consider the problem of existence of solutions of re
tarded singular differential equations of type 

(A.1) Ex'(t) = Ax(t) + Rx(t-r) + f(t), t >O, 

with initial condition 

(A.2) x( B) = ¡p( B), -r :S (} :S O, 
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where x(t), f(t) E Rn and E, A, RE Rnxn are constant matrices. 
This problem has been studied in Campbell [4] but this approach only 

considers infinitely differentiable solutions. In that context the equation 
( A.l) has a solution only for a restricted set of consistent initial conditions 
<p. In studying the design of asymptotic compensators one is led to extend 
the concept of solution to include non differentiable functions and to enlarge 
the set of possible initial conditions. 

In arder to establish our result of existence of solutions for the equation 
(A.l) we introduce previously sorne terminology and notations. We will 
say that a function X : [0, 00) ...... Rn is r-piecewise of class e= if the 
restriction of x(-) to each interval (kr, (k+ l)r], k E N 0 , is a function 
of class e= and there exist the limits of the deriva ti ves x(i) ( t), as 
t --+ (kr)+, for all í, k E No. We will denote by �e�~�(�R�n�)� the space 
of r-piecewise of class e= functions. Moreover, as usual in the theory of 
functional equations, for a function x : [-r, oo) --+ Rn we represent by 
Xt: [-r, O]--+ Rn, t 2': O, the function defined by Xt(B) := x(t + 0). 

Definition A.l. We will say that a function x : [ -r, oo) --+ Rf! 1s a 
solution of problem (A.l)-(A.2) if x(-) is a r-piecewise of class e= 
function on [0, oo) that satisfies (A.2) and the equation (A.l) on each 
interval (kr, (k+ l)r], k E No. 

Next we use subindexes 1 and 2 to denote component in the standard 
form associated to (E, A). In particular, we put QRP := [Rij]i,j=1,2· In 
addition, for a r-piecewise of class e= function x(-) we denote by x(i) ( t) 
the left derivative of arder í 2': O of x( ·) at t. Now we are in conditions to 
establish the following result. 

Theorem A.l. Assume that (E, A) is a regular pair. Then for each 
function <p of class e= on [-r, O] and each f of class e= on [0, oo), 
there exists a unique solution o[ (A.l)-(A.2). Furthermore, if there exist 
positive constants M1, M2, w1 and w2 such that IIJ(i)(t)ll :::; M1 wf ew1t 

and IIIP(i)(B)II :::; M2 �w�~�,� for every í E No, t 2': O and -r :::; B :::; O 
then there exist sorne positive constants M and w such that llx(i>(t) 11 :::; 
Mwi ewt for í E No and every t >O. 

Proof. The demonstration of the existence is an easy consequence of an 
inductive argument. In fact, on the interval (0, r] the initial value problem 
(A.l)-(A.2) is reduced to the equation 

Ex'(t) = Ax(t) + R<p(t- r) + f(t), 
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Proof. Let h be the index of N. We define X as the matrix 

h-1 

(C.3) X:=- L NiRHi. 
i=O 

It is clear from this defi.nition that N X H = R + X and that, in turn, 
relations (C.1) and (C.2) are easy consequences of this property. • 
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